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A B S T R A C T   

Mixed mode I/III fatigue fracture behaviour of bulk polymers is scarcely investigated. Thus, the aim of this work 
is to focus on the comparison of pure mode I and mixed mode I/III fatigue loading of polyethylene. During mixed 
mode I/III testing, both increases and decreases of lifetime were observed, depending on the levels of applied 
mode I and mode III loading. Additionally, the critical influence of friction and the accompanying increase of 
local temperature between the shear loaded crack flanks in mode III, as well as the dominant fracture mecha-
nisms were discussed based on the fracture surface morphology.   

1. Introduction 

Mixed mode loading mechanisms in bulk polymers are rarely 
investigated, even though a significant amount of mixed mode loading 
close to the crack tip is likely to occur in several applications, such as 
randomly orientated cracks in a component which is used in rolling 
contact [1–5], twisting of a pipe during installation, etc. Therefore, it 
can be beneficial to possess detailed knowledge about mixed mode crack 
growth behaviour of polymers as shown in previous investigations [6]. 
For component design, the long-time performance of a polymer part can 
be evaluated via fatigue testing, which is usually performed only in 
mode I (tensile loading). However, mixed mode crack growth (in plane 
shear loading defined as mode II and out of plane shear loading as mode 
III) can display completely different crack growth behaviour and 
mechanisms. This is due to the complex nature of mixed mode crack 
growth, in which the crack flanks are closed during testing, which in 
turn can cause friction and wear abrasion and the effect of so called 
“mode I branching”. The latter mechanism is responsible for a change in 
the crack growth direction, where the local loading situation changes 
from mode II or mode III into mode I. This is commonly found in mixed 
mode loading tests on metals [7–9]. Furthermore, mixed mode crack 
propagation is known as non-self-similar, which means cracks change 
their direction during mixed mode loading [10]. 

As stated above, understanding mixed mode fatigue crack growth 
can provide additional information with regard to component design, as 

shown in previous research [2,11]. This makes the topic highly inter-
esting to gain more information about the behaviour of components in 
complex loading situations. In a recent study [12], mixed mode I/III 
fatigue loading was applied to cracked round bar specimens (CRB) of a 
polyoxymethylene homopolymer (POM-H) and the resulting fatigue 
fracture curve was compared to pure mode I fatigue tests. The work also 
presented an equivalent stress intensity factor (Keq) concept, which can 
take both loading cases of mode I and mode III into account. Never-
theless, some open questions concerning the crack growth mechanisms 
during mixed mode loading remain due to the rather difficult fracture 
behaviour of POM-H. To better understand the complex mixed mode 
loading situation and the subsequent fracture behaviour of polymers, a 
study on a well-known reference material seems indispensable. There-
fore, the mixed mode I/III fatigue fracture behaviour of high-density 
polyethylene (PE), which is well investigated for mode I, was charac-
terized in the present study. PE is a commercially available polymer, 
which is used in daily applications (packaging, bottles, etc.) and tech-
nical components (gas or water pipes, tanks, etc.). Due to the increasing 
requirements in engineering applications, such as pressure piping, its 
fatigue behaviour in mode I is well characterized for the estimation of 
the life-time performance [13–19]. Furthermore, the occurring fracture 
mechanisms are well documented via optical methods (light-microscope 
and SEM analysis of the fracture surface) and are available as reference 
for the mixed mode testing. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Material 

The used material in this work was a high-density polyethylene pipe 
grade material with high resistance against crack growth and a density 
of 0.95 kg/dm3 (supplied as PE100-RC, extruded rods with a diameter of 
20 mm, AGRU Bad Hall, Austria). To characterize the melting temper-
ature and degree of crystallinity of the material, differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed according to ISO 

11357-1:2016 (heating rate ΔT/Δt = 10 K min− 1, testing atmosphere N2 
50 mL min− 1, temperature range 0–160 ◦C, 2 tested samples) on a DSC 1 
(Mettler Toledo Schwarzenbach, CH). The investigated PE type has a 
melting temperature of 130 ± 1 ◦C and a degree of crystallinity of 64 ±
1.4%. Both values were determined at the first heating run. For the 
calculation of the degree of crystallinity the specific heat of fusion of a 
100% crystalline PE, which is 290.0 J/g according to [20], was used. 

2.2. Experimental 

The experimental procedure used in this work was similar to a 
recently published paper dealing with the mixed mode I/III fatigue 
behaviour of POM-H [12]. However, to improve the readability, this 
section repeats the crucial details and parameters concerning the con-
ducted experiments and data analysis. 

The specimen type used for fatigue testing was the CRB specimen, for 
which the exact dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. A sharp circumferential 
notch was introduced with a razor blade (blade thickness 0.1 mm, tip 
radius <5 µm) by mounting the specimens on a lathe. The notching 
depth was approximately 2 mm (10% of the initial diameter) for all 
specimens examined (following a recently published standard for PE 
[21]). 

The CRB specimens were loaded in two different ways: (1) pure mode 
I tensile fatigue loading according to Fig. 1a and (2) mixed mode I/III 
through a combined tensile and torsional fatigue load as shown in 
Fig. 1b. All experimental details and testing conditions are summarized 
in Table 1., one can recognize a difference in frequency for the pure 
mode I and the mixed-mode I/III fatigue tests. This change for mixed- 
mode tests was due to technical limitations arising from the testing 
machine. However, published work shows, that this should have no 
influence on the results within the applied frequency range [22]. 

An optical microscope “SZX12” from Olympus (Olympus Life Science 
Europe GmbH, Hamburg, Germany), as well as a scanning electron 
microscope “Vega II” from TeScan (Tescan Orsay Holding, a. s., Brno, 
Czech Republic) were used for the detailed fracture surface analysis. 

To investigate the formation and the path of growing cracks in mixed 
mode loading, so called “crack freezing” experiments were conducted 

Fig. 1. Loading conditions of the PE - CRB specimens used in this work – (a) Mode I crack opening conditions realized as tensile fatigue load (b) Mixed mode I/III 
crack opening conditions realized as combined tensile and torsional fatigue load (adapted from [12]). 

Table 1 
Details and parameters of the fatigue test series conducted on PE specimens in 
mode I and mixed mode I/III (tensile load F, torsional moment M and stress 
intensity factor in mode I KI and mode III KIII).   

Mode I Mixed Mode I/III (combined 
Mode I and Mode III loading) 

Servo hydraulic 
testing machine 

MTS 858 Axial Torsional 
(MTS Systems GmbH, 
Minnesota, USA) 

MTS 858 Axial Torsional 
(MTS Systems GmbH, 
Minnesota, USA) 

Frequency 10 Hz 5 Hz 
R-ratio 0.1 0.1 (for both loading cases) 
Examined F 

regime (max. 
value) 

2200–3100 N 2300–2600 N 

Resulting KI 

regime (max. 
KI) 

0.6–0.9 MPa m1/2 0.6–0.8 MPa m1/2 

Examined M 
regime (max. 
value) 

– 5–10 Nm 

Resulting KIII 

regime (max. 
KIII) 

– 0.3–0.6 MPa m1/2 

Clamping distance 35 mm 35 mm 
Data acquisition Peak/valley data every 100 

cycles 
Hysteretic data every 1000 
cycles 

Peak/valley data every 100 
cycles 
Hysteretic data every 1000 
cycles  
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(schematically shown in Fig. 2), before the complete fracture of the 
tested specimens. Experiments were stopped after several thousand cy-
cles (close to the final failure), the specimens were cut along their lon-
gitudinal axis and the crack tip was investigated via microtome slices 
(light microscope) and SEM images. 

2.3. Expression of the mixed mode crack driving force using the 
equivalent stress intensity factor 

The initial stress intensity factor range ΔK in mode I and mixed mode 
I/III was determined according to the corresponding equations given in 
Table 2 and Table 3. 

In this equations ΔF is the difference between the minimum and 
maximum load, r the outer radius of the specimen, a0 the initial crack 
length, b the ligament radius and f1(b/r) a geometry dependent factor 
typical for the CRB specimen in mode I [21,23]. 

In these equations τ is the shear stress, T is the torsional moment, Δτ 
and ΔT are the differences between the minimum and maximum values 
of shear stress and torsional moment, respectively; b is again the liga-
ment radius after notching, f3(b/r) is the geometry dependent factor for 

the CRB specimen in mode III and r the outer radius of the bar [24]. 
Furthermore, a so called “equivalent stress intensity factor” (Keq) was 

calculated similar to our previous publication [12]. The parameter Keq is 
able to combine stress intensity factors in different loading modes into a 
single value. The easiest expression for Keq is based on the energy release 
rate (G) for brittle fracture. It is given by Eq. (7) for plane strain con-
ditions [25]: 

Keq =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

K2
I + K2

II +
1

1 − νK2
III

√

(7)  

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. It should be mentioned at this point, that 
there are several equations for mixed mode loading and Keq available in 
literature, e.g. in [7,26–28], based on different assumptions and/or 
boundary conditions. Under cyclic loading, the equivalent stress in-
tensity factor range ΔKeq is used instead of Keq. The influence of mode II 
(KII) is completely eliminated for the CRB specimen geometry used in the 
present study. This was verified via numerical simulations. Furthermore, 
the coefficient 1/(1 – ν) in Eq. (7) is expected to be smaller in reality, 
since mode III crack propagation is less efficient compared to the other 
loading modes. This aspect was also found in previous research for fa-
tigue cracks in metallic materials [29] and for polymers [12]. Hence, a 
representative parameter λ was defined and ΔKeq can be simplified for 
mixed mode I and mode III as shown in Eq. (10): 

ΔKeq =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

ΔK2
I + λΔK2

III

√

(8) 

According to [28,30], the values used for λ are typically between 0.9 
and 1.2 for metallic materials. For POM-H, a value of 1 was used as a first 
step in [12] for the stress ratio of R = 0.1. For PE, the parameter λ is 
initially unknown. Therefore, the value of 1 was also used in a first step: 

ΔKeq =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

ΔK2
I + ΔK2

III

√

(9) 

Additionally, it is stated in literature that also the ratio of the applied 
mode I and mode III levels (ΔKIII/ΔKI) influence the fatigue behaviour. 
Therefore, the parameter ΔKeq can provide a much better fit of the 
experimental data, when this ratio is also included in the calculation. In 
[12] a new equation for ΔKeq was proposed and successfully imple-
mented for POM-H: 

Fig. 2. Procedure for the “crack freezing” experiments: (1) Mixed mode loaded specimen with sharp notch; (2) test stopped after several thousand cycles before the 
complete fracture occurred and cut of the specimen; (3) Light-microscopy and SEM analysis of the crack extension (marked red). (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Equations to calculate the initial stress intensity factor range in mode I (ΔKI) 
according to [21,23].  

ΔKI =
ΔF
πb2

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
πa0b

1000r

√

f1

(
b
r

) (1) 

b = r − a0  (2) 

f1

(
b
r

)

=
1
2

[

1+
1
2

(
b
r

)

+
3
8

(
b
r

)2
− 0.363

(
b
r

)3
+0.731

(
b
r

)4
]

(3)  

Table 3 
Equations to calculate the initial stress intensity factor range in mode III (ΔKIII) 
according to [24].  

ΔKIII = Δτ
̅̅̅̅̅̅
πb

√
f3

(
b
r

)
(4) 

τ =
2T
πb3  

(5) 

f3

(
b
r

)

=
3

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − b/r

√

8

{

1+
1
2

b
r
+

3
8

(
b
r

)2
+

5
16

(
b
r

)3
+

35
128

(
b
r

)4
+0.208

(
b
r

)5
}

(6)  
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ΔKeq =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

ΔK2
I + 0.9

(
ΔKIII

ΔKI

)

ΔK2
III

√

(valid for
ΔKIII

ΔKI
< 1.0) (10)  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Mode I and mixed mode I/III fatigue behaviour of PE 

To determine the influence of mixed mode I/III loading conditions on 
fatigue testing of PE, pure mode I tests were conducted to establish a 
benchmark of the material. The resulting mode I fracture curve (stress 
intensity factor range ΔKI versus the cycles to failure Nf) is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

In the current study, Nf was used for all presented figures. Usually, Nf 
can be separated into a crack initiation part (cycles to crack initiation 
Ninitiation) and a crack propagation part (cycles during crack propagation 
Npropagation). The characterization of Ninitiation is often done by evalua-
tion of the cyclic compliance of the specimen. For this, it is necessary to 
apply local strain sensors (e.g. clip on extensometers, placed in a circle 
around the specimen). In the case of mode I in PE-HD this has been done 

many times before as shown in literature [31,32]. However, in the 
present work it was not possible to calculate Ninitiation, since the mixed 
mode I/III loading situation requires a very complex biaxial measuring 
equipment. Subsequently, the compliance value documented by the 
testing machine itself (without the use of local extensometers) is too 
coarse for any detailed analysis of the mixed mode I/III crack growth 
behaviour (an example of this is shown in the Appendix A). Therefore, it 
is not reliably possible to determine the initiation point, or subsequently 
the evaluation of the crack growth kinetics curve based on the compli-
ance data, which would be very desirable for further analysis and 
transferability to other components. 

Looking at the results of the fracture curve, as expected from results 
in literature [14–19,33–35], two regions can be detected in the mode I 
fatigue curve:  

(1) the ductile/thermally controlled region, in which high ΔKI values 
lead to a significant decrease in Nf, which is often accompanied 
by a significant amount of hysteretic heating and large-scale 
ductile deformation of the material. This behaviour was also 
observed for the investigated material in the present study.  

(2) the quasi-brittle region, at rather low values of ΔKI and high 
corresponding values of Nf, in which the fracture surface appears 
rather brittle on a macroscopic scale, but shows signs of fibrilla-
tion on a microscopic level. This type of failure in PE is a rather 
complex process, consisting of void initiation at the crack tip, 
void growth and coalescence, craze formation and finally crack 
growth [32,36]. Contrary to (1) the deformation process is very 
localized in a very small area in front of the crack tip, allowing 
also for the application of linear elastic fracture mechanics 
[37–42]. For PE it was found, that the process is subsequently 
mostly governed by molecular disentanglement in the stretched 
craze fibrils [32,43–45]. 

Subsequently, mixed mode I/III tests were performed and the results 
added to Fig. 3 (caption is ΔKIII). Generally, when an additional loading 
mode is applied to pure mode I, a decrease in the measured life-time is 
expected, which was confirmed by most data shown in Fig. 3. It is worth 
noting that for low amounts of ΔKIII (around 0.3 MPam1/2) no decrease 
in Nf was found, whereas, for higher amounts (ΔKIII ≥ 0.5 MPam1/2) a 
significant decrease in Nf occurred. Interestingly, a similar slope of the 
mixed-mode I/III failure curves and the mode I quasi-brittle curve can be 
observed. This indicates, that additional loading in mode III, produces a 

Fig. 3. Fatigue fracture behaviour of PE evaluated in pure mode I and mixed 
mode I/III fatigue testing: an increasing mode III amount (caption of mixed 
mode I/III data points is the mean value of ΔKIII) leads to a decrease in the 
cycles to fracture. 

Fig. 4. Fatigue behaviour of pure mode I and mixed mode I/III loaded PE represented via the equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq: (a) ΔKeq calculated via Eq. (9), 
where the caption of mixed mode data points is the measured surface temperature during testing and (b) ΔKeq calculated via Eq. (10), where the mode III/mode I 
ratio is taken into account. 
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similar trend between the applied loading and resulting cycles to failure, 
only shifted to lower values of Nf. 

For a better comparison, it is of high interest to compare both loading 
cases via a representative parameter, which simultaneously takes mode I 
and mode III loading into account. This concept is based on the 
assumption that an absolute value, which is the sum of two loading 
cases, is able to fully characterize the fatigue crack growth of mixed 
mode I/III loading [10]. Previous investigations on POM-H showed 
promising results by using the equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq, as 
defined in Eqs. (8) to (10) [12]. 

3.2. Equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq 

The use of ΔKeq allows the combination of both loading cases and 
provides information about the partial contribution of pure mode I and 
mixed mode I/III loading. In the case of pure mode I, ΔKeq is identical to 
ΔKI. For mixed mode I/III specimens, the amount of ΔKeq can be 
calculated using various equations proposed in literature [10]. As a 
starting point in this study, the interactions of mode I and mode III were 
neglected and it was assumed that both loading cases are affecting the 
results equally (Eq. (9)). Fig. 4-a displays the resulting fatigue fracture 
curve based on ΔKeq calculated from Eq. (9) in addition with the 
maximum specimen surface temperature measured during the testing of 
the mixed mode I/III data points. 

The evaluated data points from pure mode I and mixed mode I/III 
loading almost coincided with the application of ΔKeq (calculated via 
Eq. (9)) in the area of low to moderate levels of ΔKIII. This indicates, that 
both loading cases contribute with a similar efficiency regarding the 
fatigue resistance of the material in the region of quasi-brittle fatigue 
crack growth. Interestingly, the specimens tested with the lowest 
amount of ΔKIII appear to be even slightly shifted towards higher life-
times. At higher applied levels of pure mode I and mixed mode I/III, in 
the region of “hysteretic heating-induced thermal failure” [38], samples 
showed an increased surface temperature (up to 40 ◦C for the highest 
amount of ΔKIII). This is especially critical, since mechanical properties 
of polymers are highly sensitive to temperature and an increase in 
temperature can significantly change the life-time of the tests 
[12,46–48]. However, hysteretic heating should not significantly affect 
the region of quasi-brittle failure, since it was found that in this regime, 
the temperature increase in PE-HD is usually rather low (~2 to 4 K) and 
stabilizes after a few thousand cycles. This was also measured in prior 

work via temperature sensors inside of the specimen, close to the crack 
tip itself [22]. 

Contrary to the results in the quasi-brittle region, tests at high levels 
of additional ΔKIII did not collapse onto the pure mode I results of the 
ductile/thermally controlled region by using Eq. (9). This indicates, that 
another contributing factor, besides mode I and mode III loading, as well 
as classical hysteretic heating, appears to be present. Based on the 
boundary conditions of the test setup and knowledge from previous 
research, this additional factor is most likely friction and wear abrasion 
[12]. Hence, the use of Eq. (9) appears to be a useful tool to identify 
loading conditions, which are significantly influenced by friction and 
wear abrasion of the crack flanks. 

As shown in our previous research [12], it is possible to also consider 
friction and abrasion in ΔKeq by including a ratio of ΔKIII/ΔKI, as shown 
in Eq. (10). The results of using this equation are presented in Fig. 4-b. 
The data points of both loading cases coincide well, which means that 
the mode III/mode I ratio, which is also responsible for the amount 
friction and abrasion during the test, influences the mixed mode I/III 
fatigue behaviour of PE significantly. The application of the adapted 
ΔKeq equation (Eq. (10)) enables the explicit description of the rela-
tionship between applied loading and subsequent cycles to failure over 
the whole testing range. Based on the good correlation of the two 
loading cases, the adapted version of ΔKeq according to Eq. (10) is ex-
pected to be usable for life-time prediction of mixed mode I/III loaded 
PE components. 

3.3. Detailed fracture surfaces analysis 

To gain more information about the fracture process during fatigue 
testing, it is common to investigate the fracture surfaces in detail via 
light microscopy and SEM analysis. Generally, the crack growth mech-
anisms observed on the fracture surface of a mode I loaded PE specimen 
are a series of complex processes involving cavitation, voiding, coarse 
fibril formation and rupture [49], which is commonly termed “crazing”. 
Adding a further loading case (mode III) leads to even more complex 
shapes on the fracture surfaces, which can be difficult to interpret as 
shown in the next chapter. 

3.3.1. Fracture surface - Macroscopic level 
In this section, an optical analysis of PE fracture surfaces is pre-

sented. To provide a rough overview, fracture surfaces of both loading 

Fig. 5. Light microscope pictures of fracture surfaces in different parts of the fatigue fracture curve of PE: mode I loading (“MI ductile/thermal” and “MI quasi- 
brittle”) and mixed mode I/III loading (“MM-1” with high ΔKIII loading and “MM-2” with low ΔKIII loading). 
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cases in pure mode I and mixed mode I/III are compared in Fig. 5. 
Representative specimens from the ductile/thermal and quasi-brittle 
region of the mode I loaded specimens were chosen for a detailed op-
tical analysis: “MI ductile/thermal” and “MI quasi brittle”. In the case of 
the mixed mode I/III loading two specimens with different amounts of 
mode III were chosen for the fracture surface investigations: “MM-1” 
was loaded with a very high amount of ΔKIII and “MM-2” was loaded 
with a low amount of ΔKIII. 

The fracture surface of the ductile/thermal failure is shown in Fig. 5 
(“MI ductile/thermal”), where high amounts of ΔKI lead to relatively 
short cycles to failure. “MI ductile/thermal” specimens display large 
scale tearing on the fracture surface and the microscopic texture displays 
a rather smooth appearance, which was also found in literature for PE 
[33,50–52]. In the region of quasi-brittle failure, the fracture surfaces 
show a similar appearance as found in previous research [49–53]: 
Directly after the initial notch, the fracture surface displays indications 
of blunting and step wise discontinuous crack growth, detected as lines 
on the fracture surface. Discontinuous crack growth in polymers is 
caused by two mechanisms taking place at the same time: crazing and 
micro shear banding. The competition between these two crack growth 
mechanisms causes forward steps in the crack growth, which are known 
as discontinuous crack growth (DCG) bands [14,50,53]. The last state 
during a fatigue test of the “MI quasi-brittle” specimen displays in-
dications of plastic flow towards the middle of the specimen and is the 
result of high loads and a ductile fracture of the remaining ligament. 

The investigated material displays also a macroscopically flat frac-
ture surface (crack growth in the initial crack plane) for all mixed mode 

I/III loaded specimens, which is in agreement with literature for this 
type of specimen [10,54–57]. In the presence of mixed mode I/III 
loading, the area close to the initial crack tip is especially interesting. 
This area is highly influenced by mixed mode forces, which can lead to 
formations, significantly different from pure mode I loading, on the 
fracture surface. Macroscopically, these formations can be oriented in 
radial direction (compare “MM-2”) or have a smeared-out appearance 
(compare “MM-1”). The fracture surface of “MM-1” appears smooth and 
“smeared out” with signs of abrasion between the crack flanks. At low 
amounts of mode III loading, the “MM-2” displays large radial forma-
tions close to the initial crack tip, which are called “factory roof” for-
mations [12,28,29,55,56]. Factory roof formations are mixed mode 
facet formations occurring directly after the crack initiation phase with a 
45◦ sloping “roof”. This is the result of cracks, trying to propagate in 
local mode I by twisting the crack plane. Similar formations, although 
not as pronounced, were also found in previous research on polyoxy-
methylene [12]. The appearance of factory roof formations can lead to 
crack closure effects during testing, which is commonly known from 
metals [8,28,58–61]. This effect, which is also called “roughness 
induced” crack closure, is caused by the misfit of a microscopically 
rough fracture surface. During this state the crack is closed as a result of 
the contact between the fracture surfaces. Subsequently, the crack 
cannot propagate and the acting driving force is hindered, which can 
influence the measured cycles to failure. In this work, a slight increase in 
the measured life-time of mixed mode I/III specimens with low amounts 
of mode III loading compared to the pure mode I loaded specimens was 
detected (compare “MM-2” in Fig. 5). The measured cycles to failure 

Fig. 6. Increasing mode III loading leads to a decrease in the facet length lfacets on the fracture surface of mixed mode I/III loaded PE specimens (for all investigated 
specimens, a similar mode I loading level was used during the tests). 
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slightly increase in comparison to the pure mode I loaded samples, even 
though an additional loading case (mode III) was applied. This could be 
an indication of a crack closure effect in the regime of low mode III 
loading amplitudes. The factory roof formations on the “MM-2” surface 
disappear after around 2 mm of crack growth, where the mechanism 
changes from mixed mode I/III loading to the final fracture (close to the 
specimen centre). 

Based on the findings regarding the overall differences in fracture 
surface appearances, a more detailed analysis of the exact influence of 
the applied mixed mode I/III ratio is the logical next step. To discuss the 
influence of an increasing mode III amount on the appearance of the 
fracture surface, specimens at the same level of mode I but with 
increasing mode III loading were investigated and compared. 

3.3.2. Influence of increasing mode III level on the fracture surface 
appearance 

The influence of an increasing mode III amount on the fracture sur-
face appearance of mixed mode I/III loaded PE specimens (nearly con-
stant mode I loading) is presented in Fig. 6. Both variations of plotting 
the results with the applied ΔKI value, as well as the ΔKeq on the ordi-
nate are presented. 

The specimen with the lowest amounts of mode III displays the 
characteristic and aforementioned factory roof formations close to the 
notch tip, as shown in Fig. 6-(1). The factory roof formations display no 
indications of friction and wear abrasion on a macroscopical level. This 
argument is strengthened also by the fatigue fracture curve, where no 
decrease in life-time was measured compared to the pure mode I loaded 

specimens. Contrary to expectations, the additional loading in mode III 
induces a slight increase of the life-time (as discussed in the previous 
section with the crack closure effect). With an increasing level of mode 
III (see specimen (2) and Fig. 6) the area on the fracture surface, where 
the typical factory roof formations are visible, decreases and the overall 
appearance of the area changes slightly. In the graph showing ΔKeq, the 
specimens fall onto the line of the quasi-brittle failure in pure mode I. 
This might indicate, that no crack closure effect is present, but the 
applied amount of mode III also does not yet lead to significant abrasion 
and hysteretic heating, which would change the failure mode from 
quasi-brittle to thermally induced ductile failure. Further increases in 
mode III (specimens marked (3) and (4)) lead to an even smaller area of 
mixed mode indications, where in specimen (1) factory roof formations 
are visible. Furthermore, the structures in this area change the direction 
into a more tangential direction, which is in agreement with previous 
literature [54–56]. 

To get a better understanding of the exact formations in the first area 
close to the initial notch, a detailed investigation via SEM is shown for 
specimens (1) to (4) in Fig. 7. In the first picture (Fig. 7-(1)) the factory 
roof formations display no sign of deformation and the direction of the 
factory roof is pointed directly towards the specimen centre. For spec-
imen (2), the area close to the crack growth initiation appears flatter and 
more smeared out with first signs of abrasion and deformation. In-
dications of factory roofs are still present, but change towards the di-
rection of the mode III loading (tangentially). The examined area on the 
surfaces with higher amounts of mode III torsional loading (specimens 
(3) and (4), Fig. 7) do not show clear formations of factory roofs, but 

Fig. 7. SEM images from the fracture surfaces in Fig. 6 with a magnified view on the crack growth initiation area close to the notch tip show a change in the direction 
of the factory roof formations with increasing mode III loading. 
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rather a tangentially deformed texture, which is in agreement with 
fracture surfaces found on metals [55]. The visible indications of friction 
and wear abrasion in mode III testing are also supported by the 
increasing surface temperature measured during fatigue testing (33 ◦C 
for specimen 3 and 40 ◦C for specimen 4). This increase of temperature 
probably also further accelerates the plastic deformation of the forma-
tions on the fracture surface, since mechanical properties of polymers, e. 
g. the yield strength, are highly sensitive to temperature increases 
[22,38,39,62]. 

Interestingly, the governed area of factory roof morphology on the 
fracture surface seems to be dependent on the applied value of ΔKIII. The 
local stress intensity factor ΔKIII at the end of this area had similar values 
for all investigated specimens, which is shown as the length of the facet- 
zone lfacets in Fig. 6. The change is always accompanied by a local ΔKIII 
value of around 0.9 MPam1/2. This indicates that the mode III amount 
during the experiment increases until a critical value is reached (in this 
case a ΔKIII value of around 0.9 MPam1/2), at which point the fracture 
mechanism changes. 

While the formations on the fracture surfaces of specimens with low 

to moderate levels of ΔKIII allow for an interpretation of the fracture 
mechanism, it is not so clear on the specimens with high amounts of 
ΔKIII due to the smeared-out appearance after testing. To gain more 
information about the crack growth initiation process of highly 
deformed mixed mode specimens, like (3) and (4) in Fig. 6, so called 
crack freezing tests were conducted. Crack freezing experiments provide 
additional information about the developing crack path and subsequent 
formation of factory roofs at the beginning of the experiment before they 
are destroyed by friction and wear abrasion. Therefore, mixed mode I/III 
experiments were stopped after crack propagation had started but 
before the significant wear and abrasion, or even final failure occurred. 
Light-microscope and SEM images of different specimens with similar 
loading situations to specimen (4) in Fig. 6 (ΔKI close to 0.7 MPa m1/2, 
ΔKIII close to 0.6 MPa m1/2) were performed and stopped after around 
70 000 cycles. The results of the crack freezing experiments are shown in 
Fig. 8. 

As discussed above, mode III can cause interactions during the tests, 
such as friction and wear abrasion due to the closed crack flanks, but 
also mode I branching. The latter phenomenon is a competition between 

Fig. 8. Crack tip images of mixed mode I/III fatigue loaded PE specimens after the crack freezing experiments showing a branching from the initial crack plane 
directly after the initial crack tip (analysed using light microscopy (a) and SEM (b, c)). 

Fig. 9. SEM picture of the area close to the initial crack tip of fatigue loaded PE specimens: highly loaded mode I specimen (“MI ductile/thermal”) in comparison 
with a mixed mode I/III (“MM- 1”) specimen with a high level of mode III loading. 
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the shear (mode II and mode III) and tensile (mode I) crack opening 
modes and leads to crack plane twisting (crack deflection) and subse-
quent factory roof formations on the fracture surface [8]. Although no 
clear factory roof formations are visible for specimens (3) and (4) on the 
fracture surfaces post mortem, the crack-freezing results in Fig. 8 show, 
that there are deflecting cracks with sloped crack fronts. This was also 
found for metals under mixed mode I/III loading [7,55,56,63]. The 
deflection of these cracks is marked in Fig. 8-a, where the light micro-
scope image displays a nearly 45◦ kink of the crack front immediately 
after the initial crack tip. This is typically found during the formation of 
factory roofs. Also in the SEM images (Fig. 8-b), the crack plane rotation 
after the initial notch plane is clearly visible. In Fig. 8-b, the crack arrests 
in the first twisted crack before the crack growth continues to the next 
deflection. The growth happens close to the initial plane. This behaviour 
supports the appearance of factory roof formations as typical indications 
for mixed mode I/III crack growth also for highly loaded specimens, 
before these artefacts are destroyed by friction and wear abrasion. 

Finally, after examination of the macro- and microscopic failure 
behaviour and appearance, it is also important to understand the un-
derlying failure mechanism on a molecular level. As stated in the 
beginning, PE usually fails by the formation and breakdown of crazes in 
the quasi-brittle region. Since this area is especially interesting for life-
time estimations later on, it is necessary to investigate the influence of 
mode III loading with this regard as well. 

3.3.3. Fracture surface - microscopic level 
To examine the mechanisms occurring on the fracture surfaces, SEM 

pictures were taken from the mode I and mixed mode I/III specimens 
presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 9 presents the mode I specimen in the region of 
“MI ductile/thermal” failure in comparison to the mixed mode I/III 
specimen with a high amount of mode III loading (“MM-1”). 

The “MI ductile/thermal” fracture surface in Fig. 9 displayed in-
dications of plastic deformation in the form of large stretched fibrils 
oriented in the direction of crack growth. These stretched fibrils are a 
sign of plastic surface flow [50,51,53]. The mixed mode I/III loaded 
specimen with high amounts of mode III presented in Fig. 9 (“MM-1”) 
displayed signs of wear and abrasion close to the initial crack tip, which, 
as previously stated, is also reflected by the comparatively high spec-
imen surface temperatures measured for this specimen (around 40 ◦C). 

In Fig. 10, SEM images of the area close to the initial crack tip are 
shown for a mode I quasi-brittle fracture surface (“MI quasi brittle”) and 
for a mixed mode I/III fracture surface with low amounts of mode III 
loading and suspected “crack closure” (“MM-2”). 

The crack growth initiation area of the “MI quasi-brittle” specimen in 
Fig. 10 displays fine fibrillations on the fracture surface, which is an 
indication of creep and fatigue crack growth in combination with 
discontinuous crack, as previously discussed for PE [50,53]. The mixed 
mode I/III fracture surface in Fig. 10 with low amounts of mode III 
loading (“MM-2”) displays two clearly different mechanisms on the 
opposite side of the factory roofs. On one side of the factory roof also 
fibrillations, which show a similar appearance compared to pure mode I 
fibrillations (detail SEM pictures in Fig. 10), can be detected. On the 
other side of the factory roof the surface structure is more deformed and 
no fibrillation was observed. An explanation of the difference on the two 

Fig. 10. SEM picture of the area close to the initial crack tip of fatigue loaded PE specimens: moderately loaded mode I specimen (“MI quasi-brittle”) in comparison 
with a mixed mode I/III specimen (“MM- 2” with a low level of mode III loading) and a detailed comparison of the fibrillations. 
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sides of the factory roofs is schematically shown in Fig. 11, where pure 
mode I fibrils are compared to the factory roof formations in mixed 
mode I/III with fibrils on one side. 

From the surface appearance in Fig. 10, it is supposed that the other 
side of the factory roof is exposed to friction and wear. The occurrence of 
fibrillation on only one side of the mixed mode facets is explained by the 
direction of the applied torque for the mode III loading. Since an R-ratio 
of 0.1 was applied, the specimen was deformed in mode III up to a 
certain value and afterwards unloaded to 10% of this value. Conse-
quently, it was never completely unloaded or even loaded with a 
negative torque. Hence, only one side of the factory roof was loaded 
locally in positive mode I (through the crack plane rotation) and the 
fibrillations are only visible on this side. On the other side of these 
mixed-mode facets, wear and abrasion caused a smeared-out structure. 

However, compared to specimens with high amounts of ΔKIII, the 
measured surface temperature increase was less pronounced. These re-
sults are a further indication, that the specimen is locally loaded in mode 
I due to a twisting of the crack plane. Therefore, the same underlying 
fracture mechanisms, which ae often summarized as crazing, appear to 
be driving mechanisms of the failure of the PE material on one side of the 
factory roofs, while the other side shows clear indications of wear and 
abrasion. 

4. Conclusions 

The influence of mixed mode I/III fatigue loading on PE was char-
acterized and compared to pure mode I fatigue results of this material. 
The aim was to continue the research on mixed mode fatigue loading of 

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of the development of fibrils in pure mode I loading (a) and mixed mode I/III loading, where fibrils are present only on one side of the 
factory roof formation and friction and wear are supposed for the other side (b). 

Fig. 12. The fatigue fracture behaviour of PE presented as the equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq in pure mode I and mixed mode I/III fatigue testing is influenced 
by three effects marked as: (1) crack closure effect leads to increasing cycles to failure, (2) mixed mode fracture and (3) thermally induced failure. 
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polymers with a comparatively well analysed reference material (PE). 
In a first comparison of applied ΔKI and corresponding failure cycles 

Nf, the additional loading in mode III led to a significant decrease in the 
measured life-times compared to pure mode I fatigue experiments. For 
small amounts of mode III loading a similar slope as for the pure mode I 
quasi-brittle curve was observed only shifted to a lower life-time. For the 
comparison of both loading cases, the equivalent stress intensity factor 
ΔKeq was evaluated, which led to a good correlation of pure mode I and 
mixed mode I/III experiments was observed. To provide an overview of 
the effects influencing mixed mode I/III fatigue crack growth in PE, the 
fatigue fracture curve based on the ΔKeq was plotted again in Fig. 12, 
and the identified influences are marked as: (1) crack closure effect, (2) 
mixed mode I/III crack growth and (3) thermally induced failure. 

For mixed mode I/III data points with low amounts of mode III 
(marked as (1) in Fig. 12) a slight increase in the measured cycles to 
failure was detected. This increasing life-time can be explained by the 
crack closure effect, where the driving force for crack growth is reduced 
due to a closed crack tip [8,28,58,59,61]. This is also visible on the 
investigated fracture surfaces, where characteristic factory roof forma-
tions, which are typical for mode III fracture, were observed. Mixed 
mode I/III specimens from the area (2) marked in Fig. 12, appear to be 
no longer influenced by crack closure effects and display a good corre-
lation with the resulting ΔKeq of pure mode I data points. Finally, the 
thermally induced failure (marked as (3) in Fig. 12), which is governed 
by abrasion between the crack flanks and hysteretic heating, is shown on 
the left side of the plot. The increasing temperature, friction and wear 
during testing also significantly alter the fracture surfaces, where a flat 
and smeared out appearance was detected. This aspect is especially 
critical for the measured life-time, since polymers are highly sensitive to 
temperature. 

In future research, the results based on the equivalent stress intensity 
factor Keq have to be compared with life-time simulations to further 
verify the results of this study. It is also important to expand this 
research by testing more materials to strengthen the knowledge of mixed 
mode I/III fatigue loading in plastics. Furthermore, mode II loading tests 
will be conducted to build a complete understanding for mixed mode 
crack growth effects in polymers. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. Specimen compliance and hysteretic loops 

As mentioned in the manuscript, it was not possible to use the 
specimen compliance for a precise identification of the crack growth 
initiation or subsequent analysis of crack growth behavior via a 
compliance calibration. Due to the restrictions of the experimental 
setup, it is only possible to use the displacement data of the machine 
actuator. Therefore, the compliance data is too coarse for any detailed 
analysis of the mixed mode I/III crack growth behaviour. For illustra-
tion, the evaluated dynamic specimen compliance (ΔC=(dis-
placementmax-displacementmin)/(forcemax-forcemin) during a cycle) from 
the machine data is shown in Fig. A1 for a mixed mode I/III specimen for 
both axial and torsional orientation. 

Subsequent analysis of the whole load–displacement hysteresis, as 
shown in Fig. A2 for both regions in the failure curve and Fig. A3 for a 
mixed mode I/III specimen, did also not allow for further analysis of the 
crack growth kinetics, or point of crack growth initiation. All hysteresis 
loops shift towards higher displacements during testing due to creep of 
the whole specimen. However, a clear change of slope (=1/ΔC) or shape 
of the hysteresis is only visible in the last few cycles before failure. Only 
the specimen failing in a ductile/thermal way (Fig. A3 on the right) 
shows a continuous change due to the steady increase in temperature. 

Fig. A1. Cyclic axial and torsional specimen compliance, recorded using the actuator of the testing machine during a mixed mode I/III test without clear indications 
of crack growth initiation. 
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